
 

Predictions for the retail sector

A transformation is in motion amongst shoppers and retailers country-wide. Consumers are becoming more discerning and
demanding, and retailers and manufacturers are under pressure to innovate, offer quality and savings - all in one eco-
friendly package! Here are some interesting trends for the retail sector that I've identified for 2013.

Private labels will continue to grow - not just as in-the-background, budget-friendly brands aimed at
cash-strapped consumers but rather as significant players in the retail space. At the moment,
South Africa's private label market share is in line with that of the US and above the global average.

Product innovation has become a must for brand owners, especially in the light of private labels,
and they are under pressure as they now compete with their own clients for customers. Brand
owners will have to spend more on research and development, and constantly innovate, in order to
remain ahead of the pack.

Sustaining customer interest and loyalty is difficult and manufacturers can no longer do the same old thing, the same
old way, when consumers are already squeezed and looking for improved products that offer increased value. It's
clear: manufacturers need to think out the box if they're going to grow their market share going forward, and clever
packaging, labelling, branding and improved ingredients will hold the key.

Professional shoppers will be seen more frequently in the aisles of large and boutique retailers. Consumers won't only
make their purchase decisions based solely on price, but on value, too.

'Value-conscious' shopping is set to become the new buzz word and consumers will increasingly look for quality
products at an affordable price. Expect more value combos to emerge as trip missions become more focal in
clustering products together as value combos.

Special offers will be a key factor in ensuring retailers remain competitive and meet the growing demand by
consumers for value-added shopping.

Buying bulk is becoming an effective way for consumers to save and, in answer to this, some manufacturers have
increased their pack sizes. Consumer demand for value increasingly creates a demand for bulk buying for at-home
use, rather than purchasing premium priced on-the-go convenience packs.
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Consumers are expected to become increasingly demanding of brand owners, and probably retailers too, in terms of
being more responsible from a sustainability perspective. This should extend to being environmentally friendly in
manufacture concerns, logistics, packaging choices and merchandising options.

Equally, shoppers will be seeking more opportunity to practice responsible recycling and will typically look to
municipalities, schools and retailers to be role players in solving current problem of relatively few recycling
opportunities.

PET packaging will continue to grow as it has over the past few years. The move from glass and metal to PET shows
companies trying to reduce substrate and fibre content in their packaging. Packaging is also becoming smaller and
more lightweight, making PET ideal, especially since it has evolved and huge improvements in its properties now exist.

Shortage of grain and ensuing rising price will impact some food and possibly beverage inflation. Particularly the
protein category will feel this, most notably given the relatively high dependency on maize for production costs.

Growing fish-stock shortages are equally going to effect on shelf pricing and affordability. The significant hikes in
tuna prices being paid globally resonate with this growing reality.

Print advertising and inserts into print media are set to follow their growth trend into 2013, particularly in broadsheet
linked to the professional shopper trend - contrary to beliefs that spend will decline due to the online option. Spend on
food grew by almost 5% during 2012, with the food category accounting for over 32% of the total print advertising
spend.
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